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New York Times Investigates Relationship Between American Dominionists and Uganda (/content/new-york-times-investigates-

relationship-between-american-dominionists-and-uganda) 

SUBMITTED BY: Brian Tashman, Thursday 01/24/2013, 1:40pm

Earlier this week, The New York Times posted an excerpt from a new Roger Ross Williams documentary on how the Religious Right in the U.S. is 

shaping anti-gay activism in African countries like Uganda. The documentary includes interviews with International House of Prayer (IHOP) 

leaders Lou Engle and Mike Bickle, whom we have followed closely here at Right Wing Watch, along with footage of IHOP missionaries at work in 

Uganda. Engle organizes the anti-choice and anti-gay The Call rallies, which regularly feature Republican and Religious Right leaders. In 2010, he 

brought The Call to Uganda to... MORE > (/content/new-york-times-investigates-relationship-between-american-dominionists-and-uganda) 

Congressional Prayer Caucus Teams Up for Seven Mountain-Themed Pre-Election Prayer Rally (/content/congressional-prayer-

caucus-teams-seven-mountain-themed-pre-election-prayer-rally) 

SUBMITTED BY: Kyle Mantyla, Thursday 08/30/2012, 10:49am

At the end of September, Religious Right leaders will once again partner with the "prophets" and "apostles" of the New Apostolic Reformation for a 

pre-election "American For Jesus" rally on Philadelphia’s Independence Mall. But apparently that won't quite be enough, so just a few days later, 

many of these same leaders and activists are hosting another prayer rally called "The Summons 2012" in Washington, DC that is being organized 

by National Day of Prayer Task Force, which is chaired by Shirely Dobson, the wife of James Dobson:... MORE > (/content/congressional-prayer-caucus-teams-seven-

mountain-themed-pre-election-prayer-rally) 

Lou Engle has Prophecy of Looming Natural Disasters and Economic Wreckage Because of Legal Abortion (/content/lou-

engle-has-prophecy-looming-natural-disasters-and-economic-wreckage-because-legal-abortio) 

SUBMITTED BY: Brian Tashman, Friday 01/06/2012, 4:30pm

Lou Engle has been heavily promoting his belief that the tornado that killed over a hundred people in Joplin, Missouri last year was God’s 

punishment for legal abortion in America, contending that President Obama must release an emancipation proclamation to criminalize abortion or 

continue to face divine retribution. At the International House of Prayer’s annual Onething conference, Engle reiterated his claim that the Joplin 

tornado was a sign of “the beginning of God’s redemptive judgments” for abortion and argued that it is going to take “a great shaking... MORE >

(/content/lou-engle-has-prophecy-looming-natural-disasters-and-economic-wreckage-because-legal-abortio) 

Mike Bickle Warns that Homosexuality 'Opens the Door to the Demonic Realm' (/content/mike-bickle-warns-homosexuality-opens-door-

demonic-realm) 

SUBMITTED BY: Brian Tashman, Tuesday 01/03/2012, 3:30pm

The International House of Prayer’s Mike Bickle, who emceed Rick Perry’s prayer rally The Response, claims that Christians who are gay are 

opening themselves up to attacks from Satan. Bickle, who is best known for claiming that Oprah Winfrey is the harbinger of the Antichrist and 

arguing that the “gay marriage agenda” is “rooted in the depths of Hell,” recently said in an interview about homosexuality that gays and lesbians 

must “declare war” against their sexual orientation or will face “flaming missiles of the Evil One.” He warned... MORE > (/content/mike-bickle-warns-homosexuality-

opens-door-demonic-realm) 

Rick Perry Still Refuses To Denounce His Radical Allies (/content/rick-perry-still-refuses-denounce-his-radical-allies) 

SUBMITTED BY: Brian Tashman, Monday 10/24/2011, 2:12pm

When Rick Perry announced that he would be holding a massive prayer rally in Houston this summer, conveniently timed to coincide with the 

launch of his presidential campaign, Right Wing Watch started chronicling the litany of extremists who were endorsing, organizing, bankrolling and 

speaking at the event. Prominent among these was Mike Bickle of the International House of Prayer, the church that lent its organizational muscle 

to The Response, who emceed the latter portion of the rally. Bickle, we reported, had previously claimed that Oprah Winfrey is the harbinger of the 

Antichrist and that... MORE > (/content/rick-perry-still-refuses-denounce-his-radical-allies) 

Right Wing Leftovers (/content/right-wing-leftovers-614) 

SUBMITTED BY: Kyle Mantyla, Friday 10/14/2011, 5:37pm

The Los Angeles Times profiles the International House of Prayer. Bryan Fischer says "our next president must understand that the more devout 

a Muslim becomes ... the more of a threat he becomes to the national security of the United States." FRC defends the Protect Life Act, saying it 

simply "ensures that Americans who want health care insurance with abortion coverage or supplemental abortion coverage can purchase it, but 

not with federal dollars." Richard Land is demanding the Pentagon reverse the policy of allowing... MORE > (/content/right-wing-leftovers-614) 

Meet Rick Perry's Radical Leadership Team Co-Chair (/content/meet-rick-perrys-radical-leadership-team-co-chair) 

SUBMITTED BY: Brian Tashman, Wednesday 09/21/2011, 4:42pm

Before heading to this week’s Presidency 5 conference in Orlando, Rick Perry named two Religious Right leaders to his Florida Presidency 5 

campaign leadership team: John Stemberger and Pam Olsen. While Stemberger’s anti-choice, anti-gay and anti-Muslim activism is well known, 

Olsen is a far more obscure figure, but no less extreme. Olsen has said that same-sex marriage will lead to God’s judgment, preached Seven 

Mountains dominionism, and even claims that she, as a prophet, will have the power to raise the dead in the End Times. Olsen heads the 

Tallahassee branch of the... MORE > (/content/meet-rick-perrys-radical-leadership-team-co-chair) 



Perry Names Stemberger Co-Chair Of Leadership Team For FL GOP Event (/content/perry-names-stemberger-co-chair-leadership-team-fl-

gop-event) 

SUBMITTED BY: Kyle Mantyla, Tuesday 09/20/2011, 1:19pm

Last week we noted that John Stemberger of the Florida Family Policy Council was hinting that he was going to be endorsing Rick Perry for 

President, despite the fact that Michele Bachmann had recently headlined a fundraising event for his organization. Today, the Perry campaign 

issued a press release announcing that Stemberger would be serving as co-chair of his leadership team for the upcoming Florida Presidency 5 

event: Texas Gov. Rick Perry today announced his leadership team for Presidency 5 (P5), with Speaker Dean Cannon serving as chairman. Gov. 

Perry will participate in Florida P5... MORE > (/content/perry-names-stemberger-co-chair-leadership-team-fl-gop-event) 


